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flation rates have an annual interquartile range of 6.2–9.0 percentage points. Most of the 

heterogeneity comes not from variation in broadly defined consumption bundles but from 

variation in prices paid for the same types of goods. Lower-income households experi- 

ence higher inflation, but most cross-sectional variation is uncorrelated with observables. 

Households’ deviations from aggregate inflation exhibit only slightly negative serial cor- 

relation. Almost all variability in a household’s inflation rate comes from variability in 

household-level prices relative to average prices, not from variability in aggregate infla- 

tion. 
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1. Introduction 

One major objective of monetary policy in most countries is to control the inflation rate. Policymakers typically measure

inflation with an aggregate price index, such as, in the United States, the Bureau of Economic Analysis’ price index for

personal consumption expenditures ( Federal Open Market Committee, 2016 ). But an aggregate price index is based on an

aggregate consumption bundle and on average prices for various goods and services. It does not necessarily correspond to

the consumption bundle, prices, or inflation rate experienced by any given household. To know how changes in monetary

policy and inflation will affect households’ economic choices and well-being, we need to know how inflation behaves at the

household level. 

We take a first step toward an understanding of heterogeneity in inflation rates by using scanner data on households’ pur-

chases to characterize inflation rates at the household level. Inflation rates can vary across households because households

buy different bundles of goods or because households pay different prices for the same goods. Previous research on infla-

tion heterogeneity has focused exclusively on variation in consumption bundles and assumed that all households pay the

average price for each broadly defined category of good. By employing data from the Kilts-Nielsen Consumer Panel (KNCP),
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a dataset that records the prices, quantities and specific goods purchased in 500 million transactions by about 50,0 0 0 U.S.

households from 2004 through 2013, we can also consider variation in prices paid and in the mix of goods within broad

categories. 1 These new sources of variation are crucial to our results. We find that inflation at the household level is re-

markably dispersed, with an interquartile range of 6.2–9.0 basis points annually, about five times larger than the amount of

variation found in previous work. Almost two-thirds of the variation we measure comes from differences in prices paid for

identical goods, and about one-third from differences in the mix of goods within broad categories; only 7% of the variation

arises from differences in consumption bundles defined by broad categories. 

Despite the massive degree of heterogeneity, the entire distribution of household-level inflation shifts in parallel with

aggregate inflation, and the central tendency of household-level inflation closely tracks aggregate inflation. 2 Households with

low incomes, more household members, or older household heads experience higher inflation on average, whereas those

in the Midwest and West experience lower inflation. The cumulative differences in inflation rates across income groups,

in particular, are striking: Over the nine years from the third quarter of 2004 through the third quarter of 2013, average

inflation cumulates to 33% for households with incomes below $20,0 0 0 but to just 25% for households with incomes above

$10 0,0 0 0. The negative correlation of inflation with income implies that inequality in real incomes is rising faster than

inequality in nominal incomes. Nonetheless, the differences in inflation rates across demographic groups are small relative

to the total variance of the inflation distribution, and observable household characteristics have little power overall to predict

household inflation rates. 

The household-level inflation rates display reasonable substitution patterns in the aggregate. Households substitute on 

average toward lower-priced goods, and they spend more when they face low relative prices. The average substitution bias

that results from measuring inflation with initial-period consumption bundles is comparable in magnitude to what has

been estimated for aggregate indexes such as the Consumer Price Index (CPI). However, as with inflation rates themselves,

substitution patterns display a great deal of heterogeneity. Many households are observed to substitute toward higher-priced

goods, and demographics have little power to explain differences in substitution. 

We also explore the evolution of households’ inflation rates over time. Deviations from mean inflation exhibit only

slightly negative serial correlation within each household over time. As a result, inflation rates measured over time peri-

ods longer than a year are also very heterogeneous, and the difference between a household’s price level and the aggregate

price level is quite persistent. We use our estimates to provide a simple characterization of the stochastic process for de-

viations of household-level inflation from aggregate inflation. Together, the low serial correlation and high cross-sectional

variation of household-level inflation imply that variation in aggregate inflation is almost irrelevant for variation in a house-

hold’s inflation rate. In a benchmark calculation, 91% of the variance of a household’s inflation rate comes from variation in

the particular prices the household faces, and just 9% from variation in the aggregate inflation rate. 

Previous research on household-level heterogeneity in inflation in the United States, such as Michael (1979) , Hobijn and

Lagakos (2005) , and Hobijn et al. (2009) , has largely used microdata from the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX) to mea-

sure household-specific consumption bundles, then constructed household-level inflation rates by applying these household- 

specific consumption bundles to published indexes of average prices for relatively broad categories of goods, known as item

strata. Such an analysis assumes both that all households pay the same price for a given good (for example, a 20-ounce can

of Dole pineapple chunks) and that all households purchase the same mix of goods within each item stratum (for example,

the same mix of 20-ounce cans of Dole pineapple, other size cans of Dole pineapple, other brands of pineapple, and other

fruits within the category “canned fruits”). Relative to this literature, our key innovation is to use the detailed price and

barcode data in the KNCP to also measure variation in the prices that households pay and the goods they choose within

item strata. We observe the barcode of each good purchased and can thus account for both variation in the price of a spe-

cific good and variation across households in the mix of goods purchased within item strata. We thus build on the findings

of Kaplan and Menzio (2015) , who use the KNCP data to characterize variation over time and space in the prices at which

particular goods are sold. However, because the KNCP focuses on goods sold in retail outlets — a universe that includes

about 30% of household consumption ( Kilts Center, 2013a ) — we are unable, unlike the CEX-based literature, to measure the

impact of heterogeneity in consumption of other goods and services. In particular, we cannot measure the impact of differ-

ences in spending on education, health care, and gasoline, which Hobijn and Lagakos (2005) found were important sources

of inequality in inflation rates. Nonetheless, when we treat the data similarly to previous research by imposing common

prices on all households, we measure a similar amount of inflation heterogeneity as in previous papers whose calculations

encompassed a broader universe of goods and services. 

Our findings are also related to the growing literature on households’ and small firms’ inflation expectations.

Binder (2017) and Kumar et al. (2015) find that households in the United States and small firms in New Zealand, respec-

tively, do not have well-anchored inflation expectations and are poorly informed about central bank policies and aggregate

inflation dynamics. One possible explanation is that if aggregate inflation is only a minor determinant of household- or
1 Argente and Lee (2016) and Jaravel (2016) use the KNCP data to estimate inflation rates as a function of income but assume that all households in a 

given broad range of incomes (such as all households earning more than $10 0,0 0 0 per year) have the same consumption bundle and pay the same price 

for each good. 
2 Neither of these results is mechanical. If the rate of increase of the prices that a particular household pays is correlated with the household’s con- 

sumption bundle, then the mean of household inflation rates need not match the aggregate inflation rate, and the distribution need not shift along with 

the aggregate. 
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firm-level inflation, then households and firms may rationally choose to be inattentive ( Reis, 2006; Sims, 2003 ) to aggre-

gate inflation and policies that determine it. More broadly, the weak link between aggregate inflation and household-level

inflation may help explain the well-known long and variable lags in the impact of monetary policy on the economy: If

household-level inflation is only loosely related to aggregate inflation, it may be difficult for households to detect changes

in aggregate inflation, and hence households may react weakly or at least slowly to aggregate inflation. 

Since the seminal work by Lucas (1972) and Lucas (1975) , macroeconomics has had a long tradition of modeling mon-

etary non-neutrality as arising because agents (either households or firms) have imperfect information about whether the

changes they observe in nominal variables reflect economy-wide or agent-specific shocks. King (1982) , for example, shows

that when different agents have different information about monetary and demand shocks, monetary policy can affect real

activity by changing how agents infer the underlying shocks from the signals they receive. More recent descendants of this

literature include Angeletos and La’O (2009) and Nimark (2008) . For more than forty years, this literature has remained

essentially purely theoretical, partly because attempts to quantify the strength of the imperfect-information mechanism

require some way of disciplining the amount of information about aggregate price changes contained in individual obser-

vations of prices. Our estimates of the stochastic process relating household-level inflation to aggregate inflation could, in

principle, be used as a first step toward empirical quantification of these models. Although we do not take this step in this

paper, our central finding — that almost all of the variation in household-level inflation is disconnected from movements in

aggregate inflation — supports the idea that the informational frictions embedded in these models could be substantial. 

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the data and how we construct household-level inflation rates.

Section 3 characterizes cross-sectional properties of the inflation distribution. Section 4 characterizes time-series properties

of household-level inflation. Section 5 concludes. 

2. Data and estimation 

This section describes the KNCP data and how we use the data to calculate inflation rates. 

2.1. Data 

The KNCP tracks the shopping behavior of approximately 50,0 0 0 U.S. households over the period 20 04–2013. Households

in the panel provide information about each of their shopping trips using a Universal Product Code (UPC) (i.e., barcode)

scanning device provided by Nielsen. Panelists use the device to enter details about each of their shopping trips, including

the date and store where the purchases were made, and then scan the barcode of each purchased good and enter the

number of units purchased. The price of the good is recorded in one of two ways, depending on the store where the

purchase took place. If the good was purchased at a store that Nielsen covers, the price is set automatically to the average

price of the good at the store during the week when the purchase was made. If the good was purchased at a store that

Nielsen does not cover, the price is directly entered by the panelist. Panelists are also asked to record whether the good was

purchased using one of four types of deals: (i) store feature, (ii) store coupon, (iii) manufacturer coupon, or (iv) other deal.

If the deal involved a coupon, the panelist is prompted to input its value. We do not strip the effect of coupons or other

deals out of prices, nor do we attempt to distinguish between sale and non-sale prices. Our interest is in understanding the

prices that a household actually pays, including the consequences of choosing to take advantage of sales or not. 

Households in the KNCP are drawn from 76 geographically dispersed markets, known as Scantrack markets, each of which

roughly corresponds to a Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). Demographic data on household members are collected at the

time of entry into the panel and are then updated annually through a written survey during the fourth quarter of each

year. The collected information includes age, education, marital status, employment, type of residence, and race. For further

details on the KNCP, see Kaplan and Menzio (2015) . 3 

We use bootstrap standard errors to account approximately for the sampling design of the KNCP. The KNCP sample is

stratified across 61 geographic areas, some of which include multiple Scantrack markets. Nielsen replenishes the sample

weekly ( Kilts Center, 2013b ), but even at a quarterly frequency, there are quarters when too few new households join the

sample in some geographic strata for us to be able to resample from these households. We therefore treat the sample as

if it is replenished at an annual frequency. We resample households within groups defined by geographic stratum and the

year in which the household first appears in the data. As recommended by Rao et al. (1992) , we ensure that the bootstrap

is unbiased by resampling N − 1 households with replacement from a group containing N households. When we resample a

household, we include all quarterly observations from that household in our bootstrap sample. Thus, our bootstrap accounts

both for the geographic stratification of the original sample and for serial correlation over time within households, for

example because of particular households’ unique purchasing patterns. However, because we do not have access to all details

of Nielsen’s sampling and weighting procedure, our bootstrap is only approximate. In particular, we do not know whether

new households are chosen purely at random or based on observable characteristics. In addition, we cannot recompute the

sampling weights in each bootstrap sample because we do not have Nielsen’s formula for computing the weights. 
3 The KNCP has become an increasingly commonly used dataset for studies of prices and expenditure. Examples of recent studies that have used the 

KNCP include Einav et al. (2010) , Handbury (2013) and Bronnenberg et al. (2015) . 
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2.2. Calculating household inflation rates with household-level prices 

A price index measures the weighted average rate of change of some set of prices, weighted by some consumption bun-

dle. Aggregate price indexes use the national average mix of consumption to define the consumption bundle. To construct

household-level price indexes, we must define household-level consumption bundles and choose a time period over which

to measure the change in prices. 

We can measure the change between two dates in a household’s price for some good only if the household buys the

good on both dates. On any given day, most households do not buy most goods — even goods that they buy relatively

frequently. Therefore, although the KNCP data record the date of each purchase, we aggregate each household’s data to a

quarterly frequency to increase the number of goods that a household is observed to buy in multiple time periods. If a

household buys the same product (defined by barcode) more than once in a quarter, we set the household’s quarterly price

for that product to the volume-weighted average of prices that the household paid. 

Many prices exhibit marked seasonality. It would be virtually impossible to seasonally adjust the household-level price

indexes because we do not observe a long time series for each household. Therefore, we remove seasonality in price changes

by constructing price indexes at an annual frequency, comparing prices paid in quarter t and quarter t + 4 . Some residual

seasonality may remain if consumption bundles change seasonally, but in practice we observe little seasonality in the annual

price indexes we compute. To prevent mismeasured prices from distorting our estimates, we exclude a product from the

calculation for a particular household at date t if the product’s price for that household increases or decreases by a factor

of more than three between t and t + 4 . 

Two commonly used price indexes are the Laspeyres index, which weights price changes between two dates by the

consumption bundle at the initial date, and the Paasche index, which weights price changes by the consumption bundle at

the final date. We compute both of these. 

When we calculate a household’s inflation rate between quarters t and t + 4 , we consider only goods (defined by bar-

codes) that the household bought in both of those quarters. To reduce sampling error, we restrict the sample to households

with at least five matched barcodes in the two quarters. (On average across all dates in the sample, 77% of households that

make any purchase in quarter t also make some purchase in quarter t + 4 , and 72% buy at least five matched barcodes

whose prices change by a factor no greater than three.) Thus, let q ijt be the quantity of good j bought by household i in

quarter t , and let p ijt be the price paid. The Laspeyres and Paasche inflation rates for household i between t and t + 4 are

then 

π L 
it ,t +4 = 

∑ 

j: q i jt , 

q i j,t+4 > 0 

p i j,t+4 q i jt 

∑ 

j: q i jt , 

q i j,t+4 > 0 

p i jt q i jt 

(1) 

and 

π P 
it ,t +4 = 

∑ 

j: q i jt , 

q i j,t+4 > 0 

p i j,t+4 q i j,t+4 

∑ 

j: q i jt , 

q i j,t+4 > 0 

p i jt q i j,t+4 

, (2) 

respectively. We also compute the Fisher index, which is the geometric mean of Laspeyres and Paasche: 

π F 
it ,t +4 = 

√ 

π L 
it ,t +4 

π P 
it ,t +4 

. (3) 

2.3. Calculating household inflation rates with aggregate prices 

We compute three sets of household-level inflation indexes with prices defined at a more aggregated level. To make these

indexes comparable with the indexes using household-level prices, we continue to consider only UPCs that the household

bought in each of two quarters one year apart. Thus, the indexes with more aggregated prices use the identical consumption

bundle as the indexes with household-level prices, but a different vector of prices. Although we could drop the restriction

to repeatedly purchased UPCs when we use more aggregated prices, we choose not to do so in the interest of comparability.

First, we compute inflation indexes that assign to every household the average price for each barcode. Cross-sectional

variation in this index comes only from variation in which barcodes each household buys, not from variation in the price

changes for particular barcodes. The Laspeyres index at the household level with barcode-average prices is 

π L, BC 
it ,t +4 

= 

∑ 

j: q i jt , 

q i j,t+4 > 0 

p̄ j,t+4 q i jt 

∑ 

j: q i jt , 

q i j,t+4 > 0 

p̄ jt q i jt 

, (4) 

where p̄ jt is the volume-weighted average price for barcode j in quarter t . The Paasche and Fisher indexes with barcode-

average prices, πP, BC 
i,t ,t +4 

and π F, BC 
i,t ,t +4 

, are defined analogously. By comparing the indexes with household-level prices and the

indexes with barcode-average prices, we can measure how much cross-sectional variation in household inflation rates comes
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from differences in which barcodes each household buys, and how much from differences in price changes for the same

barcodes. 

We next compute household-level inflation indexes that, similarly to the previous literature, account only for hetero-

geneity in broadly defined consumption bundles and not for heterogeneity in prices or in the selection of specific goods

within each broad category of goods. By matching every purchase to the CPI price for the corresponding item stratum —

for example, by matching Dole canned pineapples to the canned fruit index — and assigning to each purchase the average

inflation rate for that item stratum, we can remove variation in prices for specific goods and variation in the mix of goods

within item strata, leaving differences in how households spread their consumption across item strata as the only source

of heterogeneity. We have two possible sources for average inflation rates at the stratum level: the prices observed in the

KNCP and the stratum price indexes published by the BLS for the various strata that make up the CPI. Let k ( j ) be the CPI

category corresponding to barcode j , and let p CPI 
kt 

be the CPI sub-index for item stratum k at date t . For each good j such

that q ijt > 0 and q i j,t+4 > 0 , we define household i ’s consumption share of good j at the initial date as 

s L i jt ,t +4 = 

p i jt q i jt ∑ 

j: q i�t , 
q i j,t+4 > 0 

p i jt q i jt 

. (5)

The Laspeyres index at the household level with CPI prices is 

π L, CPI 
it ,t +4 

= 

∑ 

j: q i jt , 

q i j,t+4 > 0 

s L i jt ,t +4 

p CPI 
k ( j) ,t+4 

p CPI 
k ( j) ,t 

, (6)

and the Paasche and Fisher indexes with CPI prices, π P, CPI 
i,t ,t +4 

and π F, CPI 
i,t ,t +4 

, are defined analogously. 4 To produce a similar

index with stratum-average prices from the KNCP, we must first produce the analog to p CPI 
k,t+4 

/p CPI 
kt 

with the KNCP data. The

Laspeyres version of this stratum-level inflation rate is 

π L, S 
kt ,t +4 

= 

∑ 

i, j : j ∈ k 
q i jt , 

q i j,t+4 > 0 

q i jt p̄ j,t+4 

∑ 

i, j : j ∈ k 
q i jt , 

q i j,t+4 > 0 

q i jt p̄ j,t 
. (7)

Then the Laspeyres inflation rate at the household level with stratum-average prices is 

π L, S 
it ,t +4 

= 

∑ 

k 

s L ikt ,t +4 π
L, S 
kt ,t +4 

, (8)

where s L 
ikt ,t +4 

is the share of stratum k in household i ’s total spending at date t . The Paasche and Fisher indexes with

stratum-average prices are defined similarly. 

2.4. Comparing household-level inflation rates and aggregate inflation 

Our household-level inflation rates are not directly comparable to published aggregate inflation rates because our data

cover only a subset of goods. We construct an aggregate inflation rate that is comparable to our household-level indexes by

measuring the aggregate consumption bundle in our data and using this bundle to aggregate the CPI item stratum price in-

dexes. (We cannot make a similar comparison to the Bureau of Economic Analysis’ personal consumption expenditure index

because that program does not provide prices for detailed types of goods.) We use the Laspeyres index for this comparison

because the aggregate CPI is a Laspeyres aggregate of item stratum prices ( Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2015 ). The aggregate

expenditure share of good j for this index is the good’s share in total spending, counting only spending that is included in

our index because it represents a household buying the same good at both dates: 

s L jt ,t +4 = 

∑ 

i : q i jt , 

q i j,t+4 > 0 

p i jt q i jt 

∑ 

� 

∑ 

i : q i�t , 
q i�,t+4 > 0 

p i�t q i�t 

, (9)
4 We calculate the quarterly value of the CPI as the average of the monthly values for the three months in the quarter. 
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Fig. 1. Aggregate inflation rates. CPI inflation rates computed as annual percentage change in quarterly average of monthly index values. Inflation rate 

plotted for each quarter is the change in price index from that quarter to the quarter one year later. Vertical bars show an interval of ± 2 bootstrap 

standard errors around each point estimate. Source for CPI data: Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

and our aggregate inflation index is 

π L, CPI 
t ,t +4 

= 

∑ 

j 

s L jt ,t +4 

p CPI 
k ( j) ,t+4 

p CPI 
k ( j) ,t 

. (10) 

The aggregate index π L, CPI 
t ,t +4 

is a version of the CPI that is based on the same set of goods as our household-level price

indexes. The price data in it are all from the CPI, and the consumption bundle is the aggregate of the bundles used to

construct our household-level price indexes. 5 

The aggregate index π L, CPI 
t ,t +4 

can be rewritten as a weighted average of household-level indexes with CPI prices: 

π L, CPI 
t ,t +4 

= 

∑ 

i 

x it ,t +4 π
L, CPI 
it ,t +4 

∑ 

i 

x it ,t +4 

, (11) 

where the weights x it ,t +4 are each household i ’s expenditure at date t on goods included in the household-level price index

with household-level prices: 

x it ,t +4 = 

∑ 

j: q i jt , 

q i j,t+4 > 0 

p i jt q i jt . (12) 

Because π L, CPI 
t ,t +4 

weights households according to their spending, it is what ( Prais, 1959 ) called a plutocratic price index. The

published CPI is likewise a plutocratic index because it defines the consumption bundle based on each good’s expenditure

share in aggregate spending. One can alternatively construct democratic aggregate indexes that weight households equally,

but because our goal here is to compare household-level indexes with an analog to the published CPI, we focus on the

plutocratic index. 

The online appendix gives details on the distribution of spending across types of goods in the KNCP. About 61% of spend-

ing in the KNCP is on food and beverages, a share that rises to 74% in the matched purchases that we use to measure

household inflation. By contrast, food and beverages have only a 15% weight in the published CPI. But despite the heavy

weight of food in the KNCP, many other types of purchases are represented, including housekeeping supplies, pet products,

and personal care items. Housing and transportation, on the other hand, get much less weight in our data than in the CPI.

Apparel is measured in the KNCP but gets zero weight in our household inflation rates because we observe no purchases of

matched apparel barcodes in consecutive periods. 

Fig. 1 compares the aggregate index for the KNCP universe, π L , CPI , with the published CPI and several CPI sub-indexes.

The dates on the horizontal axis correspond to the initial quarter of the one-year period over which the inflation rate is

calculated. The aggregate index for the KNCP data behaves similarly to the overall CPI but lags it somewhat, as does the

CPI sub-index for food at home. Unsurprisingly, given the large share of food at home in the KNCP data, our index moves
5 Another, minor difference between our index and the published CPI is that our index is chain weighted, with new base-period weights defined at each 

date t , whereas the CPI uses a fixed base period. 
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closely with the CPI for food at home, though our index is somewhat less volatile. The overweighting of food offsets the

absence of energy in our data, so that our index’s volatility is similar to that of the overall CPI and substantially greater

than the volatility of the CPI excluding energy. Over the period we study, our aggregate inflation rate averages 2.6% with a

standard deviation of 1.9 percentage points, compared with a mean of 2.4% and standard deviation of 1.5 percentage points

for the published CPI, and a mean of 2.6% and standard deviation of 2.4 percentage points for the food-at-home sub-index.

Our index is precisely estimated; the bootstrap standard errors average 2 basis points. 

Both when we compute the aggregate consumption bundle and when we compute household price indexes with CPI

prices or barcode-level prices, we use only those specific goods — defined by barcodes — that each household purchases at

both dates. Thus, in all of our indexes, we measure inflation for the subset of goods that households buy repeatedly. This

inflation rate may differ from an inflation rate that includes goods bought less frequently, but we have no way to compute

the latter rate at the household level. 

The foregoing analysis considers only differences in the categories of goods covered in the KNCP versus the CPI, applying

the same CPI prices to both datasets. (Recall that we use CPI prices to compute the KNCP aggregate inflation index, π L , CPI .)

However, when we compute household-level inflation rates, we will use price data from the KNCP. In principle, the prices

recorded in the KNCP could differ from those recorded in the CPI for similar goods. To assess this concern, we map each

barcode in the KNCP to a CPI item stratum and compute inflation rates in the KNCP for each item stratum. 6 Fig. 2 shows two

ways of comparing the resulting item stratum inflation rates in the KNCP with the corresponding published item stratum

inflation rates for the CPI. In the upper panel, we show the distribution across item strata of the difference between the

KNCP inflation rate and the published CPI inflation rate. The mean and median differences are small, and in most quarters,

the discrepancy is no more than 1 percentage point for roughly half of the item strata. However, some item strata have

substantially larger discrepancies. The lower panel of the figure aggregates the item strata inflation rates from the KNCP

and the CPI to produce aggregate inflation rates, weighting each item stratum by total expenditure on that stratum in the

KNCP. The aggregate inflation rate using KNCP prices is almost identical to that using CPI prices. Thus, on average, the prices

recorded in the KNCP reflect the same trends as the prices recorded in the CPI. 

3. The cross-sectional distribution of inflation rates 

Fig. 3 shows the distributions of household-level inflation rates for a typical period, the fourth quarter of 2004 to the

fourth quarter of 2005, calculated with Laspeyres indexes. In each panel, a kernel density estimate of the distribution

of household-level inflation rates with household-level prices is superimposed on estimates of the distributions of the

household-level rates with barcode-average prices, with stratum-average prices, and with CPI prices. Household-level in-

flation rates with household-level prices are remarkably dispersed. For legibility, the plots run from −5% to 10%, but nearly

20% of households fall outside these bounds. (The full distribution is shown in the web appendix.) The interquartile range of

annual inflation rates is 6.7 percentage points, and the difference between the 10th and 90th percentiles is 14.8 percentage

points. The smallest observed inflation rate with household-level prices was - 43%, the 1st percentile was −15%, the 99th

percentile was 23%, and the largest was 102%. The distributions of the Fisher and Paasche indexes are similar and are shown

in the web appendix. 

The vast majority of the cross-sectional variation in household-level price indexes comes from cross-sectional dispersion

in prices paid for goods within an item stratum, not variation in the allocation of expenditure to item strata. The variance

of the index with CPI prices is 2.5% of the variance of the index with household-level prices, 7 and the interquartile range

is just 0.95 percentage point. The inflation rates with stratum-average KNCP prices are slightly more dispersed, with an

interquartile range of 1.25 percentage point and a variance that is 9.8% of the variance of the index with household-level

prices. Relative to the CPI prices, stratum-average prices in the KNCP are likely to be a noisy measure of the true stratum-

level price indexes. As a result, the household-level inflation rates with stratum-average prices are likely to overstate the

true amount of variation attributable to allocation of expenditure across item strata. Therefore, in the remainder of the

analysis, we use CPI prices to assess the amount of variation due to the allocation of expenditure across item strata. 

Differences in the barcodes that households buy within item strata and differences in the prices that households pay for

particular barcodes are both important sources of variation in household-level price indexes. The variance of the Laspeyres

index with barcode-average prices is 30.6% of the variance of the index with household-level prices, implying that 66.9%

of the variation in the index with household-level prices comes from variation across households in the prices paid for

given barcodes, 30.6% from variation in the choice of barcodes within item strata, and 2.5% from variation in the mix of

consumption across item strata. 

The heterogeneity in inflation rates is not driven by households for which we can match only a few barcodes across

quarters. The distributions for households with at least 25 matched barcodes, shown in the middle panel of Fig. 3 , are almost

as dispersed as those for the baseline group of households with at least five matched barcodes, shown in the top panel.

Among households with at least 25 matched barcodes, the interquartile range of Laspeyres inflation rates with household

prices is 5.8 percentage points, the difference between the 10th and 90th percentiles is 12.1 percentage points, the variance
6 We compute these inflation rates using the Laspeyres index and the volume-weighted average observed price for each barcode at each date. 
7 We compute all variances on the subset of observations that fall between the 1st and 99th percentiles of the distribution of the index with household- 

level prices, to remove some extreme cases that would inflate the variance with household-level prices. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of KNCP and CPI inflation rates at the item stratum level. Panel (a) shows distribution across item strata of difference between inflation 

rate in KNCP data and that published for CPI. Panel (b) shows average inflation rates across all item strata using KNCP data and using published CPI indexes, 

weighted by distribution of spending in KNCP. CPI inflation rates are annual percent change in quarterly average of monthly indexes. Inflation rate plotted 

for each quarter is change in price index from that quarter to the quarter one year later. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

of the index with CPI prices is 2.7% of the variance of the index with household-level prices, and the variance of the index

with barcode-average prices is 31.0% of the variance of the index with household-level prices. 

Spending on matched barcodes is only a minority of most households’ spending. For the median household, across all

quarters, 21% of spending is on matched barcodes, and for three-quarters of households, less than 30% of spending is on

matched barcodes. However, the heterogeneity in inflation rates is not driven by households for which especially little

spending is on matched barcodes. The distributions of inflation rates for the one-fourth of households that devote at least

30% of their spending to matched barcodes, shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3 , show similar dispersion to those for all

households. 
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Fig. 3. Distributions of household-level inflation rates, fourth quarter of 2004 to fourth quarter of 2005. Kernel density estimates using Epanechnikov 

kernel. Bandwidth is 0.05 percentage point for inflation rates with household-level and barcode-average prices and 0.005 percentage point for inflation 

rates with CPI prices. Data on 23,635 households with matched consumption in 2004q4 and 2005q4. Plots truncated at -5% and 10%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 examines how the dispersion of household-level inflation rates evolves over time. The graphs show results cal-

culated from Laspeyres indexes, but graphs based on Paasche and Fisher indexes, shown in the web appendix, are almost

identical. Table 1 summarizes various dispersion measures from all three indexes. The patterns observed in the fourth quar-

ter of 2004 are quite typical. Household-level inflation rates with household-level prices are enormously dispersed, with

interquartile ranges of 6.2–9.0 percentage points using the Laspeyres index, and much more dispersed than household-level

inflation rates with barcode-average, stratum-average or CPI prices. The bootstrap standard errors show that the amount of

dispersion is precisely estimated at each date. 
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Fig. 4. Measures of the dispersion of household-level inflation rates. Calculated with Laspeyres indexes. Vertical bars in panel (a) show an interval of ± 2 

bootstrap standard errors around each point estimate. Mean in panel (b) is calculated on data from 1st to 99th percentiles of distribution of inflation rates 

with household-level prices at each date. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the whole, the inflation inequality we measure with CPI prices is similar to what has been reported in previ-

ous literature that uses a wider universe of goods and services and imposes CPI prices on all households. For example,

Hobijn et al. (2009) found a gap of 1–3 percentage points between the 10th and 90th percentiles. But our results show

that assuming all households face the same prices and buy the same mix of goods within CPI item strata misses most of

the heterogeneity in inflation rates. The gap between the 10th and 90th percentiles is nearly twice as large when we use

barcode-average prices, allowing the mix of goods within item strata to vary across households, as when we use CPI prices.

And if we also allow different households to pay different prices for the same barcode, the gap between the 10th and 90th

percentiles is five times larger than when we use CPI prices. 
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Table 1 

The dispersion of household-level inflation rates. 

mean s.d. min max 

A. Interquartile range 

Household-level prices: 

Laspeyres 7.33 0.74 6.23 8.99 

Fisher 7.13 0.72 6.12 8.92 

Paasche 7.37 0.76 6.34 9.18 

Barcode-average prices: 

Laspeyres 3.99 0.77 3.06 5.73 

Fisher 3.87 0.75 2.95 5.68 

Paasche 3.98 0.76 3.03 5.81 

Stratum-average prices: 

Laspeyres 1.96 0.95 0.89 3.96 

Fisher 1.83 0.88 0.91 3.84 

Paasche 1.95 0.92 0.92 3.92 

CPI prices: 

Laspeyres 1.61 0.80 0.71 3.77 

Fisher 1.57 0.77 0.70 3.53 

Paasche 1.62 0.78 0.71 3.42 

B. Difference between 90th and 10th percentiles 

Household-level prices: 

Laspeyres 15.87 1.44 13.67 19.74 

Fisher 15.32 1.36 13.27 18.84 

Paasche 15.83 1.38 13.76 19.48 

Barcode-average prices: 

Laspeyres 6.39 1.18 4.85 8.94 

Fisher 6.15 1.14 4.70 8.69 

Paasche 6.31 1.14 4.84 8.82 

Stratum-average prices: 

Laspeyres 4.12 1.93 1.93 7.92 

Fisher 3.78 1.75 1.92 7.99 

Paasche 4.07 1.89 1.97 8.41 

CPI prices: 

Laspeyres 3.30 1.66 1.41 7.69 

Fisher 3.21 1.58 1.38 7.17 

Paasche 3.33 1.61 1.44 7.07 

C. Ratio of variance with common prices to variance with household prices 

Barcode-average prices: 

Laspeyres 0.38 0.07 0.29 0.58 

Fisher 0.37 0.07 0.29 0.58 

Paasche 0.37 0.07 0.30 0.59 

Stratum-average prices: 

Laspeyres 0.14 0.15 0.03 0.71 

Fisher 0.10 0.09 0.02 0.41 

Paasche 0.12 0.11 0.03 0.44 

CPI prices: 

Laspeyres 0.07 0.07 0.01 0.30 

Fisher 0.07 0.08 0.01 0.30 

Paasche 0.07 0.08 0.01 0.30 

Averages from 2004q1 through 2012q3 of dispersion measures for each date. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The bottom panel of Table 1 shows that in most years, the variance of inflation rates with CPI prices is only a few percent

of the variance of inflation rates with household-level prices. However, in 2008, at the height of the Great Recession, the

variance with CPI prices reached 30% of the variance with household-level prices, as the sharp shift in the relative price of

food at home, shown in Fig. 1 , made heterogeneity in broadly defined consumption bundles more important. Table 1 also

shows that dispersion measured with the Fisher index is slightly lower than that measured with Laspeyres and Paasche

indexes. 

The bottom panel of Fig. 4 shows how the distribution of household-level Laspeyres inflation rates with household-level

prices moves with the aggregate inflation rate π L , CPI computed for the corresponding universe of goods. The distribution

does not exhibit any noticeable seasonality. The mean and median of the household-level Laspeyres indexes closely match

the aggregate index; thus, the democratic inflation rate in the sense of Prais (1959) differs little from the plutocratic rate.

Moreover, the entire distribution shifts roughly in parallel with the aggregate index. 

Table 2 uses quantile regressions of household-level inflation rates on aggregate inflation and on the median of

household-level inflation to measure these shifts. Panel (1) of the table shows that the lowest quantiles of household infla-

tion move one for one with the aggregate index. However, higher quantiles move somewhat more than one-for-one with

the aggregate index, with the relationship strongest for the highest quantiles. Thus, the distribution spreads out, especially
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Table 2 

Quantile regressions of household-level inflation rates on aggregate inflation. 

(1) Aggregate index (2) Median inflation 

Decile Slope Intercept Slope Intercept 

1 1.011 (0.015) −7.602 (0.058) 0.997 (0.011) −7.4 45 (0.04 4) 

2 1.013 (0.009) −4.609 (0.039) 0.973 (0.006) −4.421 (0.022) 

3 1.026 (0.008) −2.810 (0.031) 0.966 (0.005) −2.606 (0.019) 

4 1.052 (0.008) −1.448 (0.027) 0.978 (0.003) −1.224 (0.013) 

5 1.093 (0.007) −0.264 (0.026) 1.0 0 0 (0.0 0 0) 0.0 0 0 (0.0 0 0) 

6 1.137 (0.009) 0.944 (0.030) 1.030 (0.004) 1.242 (0.014) 

7 1.198 (0.010) 2.286 (0.034) 1.073 (0.006) 2.641 (0.022) 

8 1.243 (0.012) 4.189 (0.046) 1.10 0 (0.0 09) 4.595 (0.035) 

9 1.305 (0.019) 7.491 (0.066) 1.112 (0.014) 8.036 (0.053) 

The table shows the slope and intercept from quantile regressions of household- 

level inflation rates, computed with Laspeyres indexes and household-level prices, 

on measures of the overall inflation rate. In panel (1), the overall inflation rate 

is the aggregate CPI for the KNCP universe of goods. In panel (2), the overall in- 

flation rate is the median of household inflation rates. Sample contains 835,386 

household-quarter observations. Bootstrap standard errors are in parentheses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

in the upper half, when aggregate inflation is higher. An increase of 1 percentage point in the aggregate inflation index

raises the gap between the median and the 90th percentile of household inflation by 0.2 percentage point. This spreading

out comes from two sources. First, as panel (2) of the table shows, higher quantiles move slightly more than one-for-one

with median inflation. Second, median inflation itself moves more than one-for-one with the aggregate index, as indicated

by the slope coefficient for the fifth decile in panel (1). 

Table 3 examines the consequences of inflation inequality for income inequality. The table shows the cumulative inflation

rates for households at different income levels over the nine-year period for which we have data, as well as some demo-

graphic characteristics of households in the different income groups. 8 Because there is substantial attrition in the dataset,

we use a synthetic cohort approach to calculate cumulative inflation rates: We first compute the average one-year inflation

rate in each income group for each year, then cumulate the average one-year rates to find an average cumulative inflation

rate. (The online appendix illustrates the year-by-year inflation rates for each group.) Over the nine years of data, the cumu-

lative inflation rate is 8–9 percentage points lower for households with incomes above $10 0,0 0 0, compared with households

with incomes below $20,0 0 0. If these differences in inflation rates for goods in the KNCP extended to the universe of goods

and services, they would imply that the difference in real incomes between the top and bottom groups was growing at a

rate of nearly 1 percentage point per year faster than the difference in nominal incomes. Our results confirm the significant

gap in inflation between high- and low-income households that Argente and Lee (2016) report for the 2004–2010 period. 

The lowest-income households are disproportionately likely to have elderly and less-educated heads and to live in the

South, and disproportionately less likely to have children and to be Asian or Hispanic. But these demographic differences do

not explain much of the difference in inflation rates across income groups. Table 4 examines the association of household-

level inflation rates with a large set of household demographics in a regression framework. At each date, we compute the

difference between each household’s inflation rate and the aggregate inflation rate for the equivalent universe of goods,

π L , CPI . Then we regress this difference on household characteristics, controlling for time dummies to absorb any aggregate

effects that might be correlated with the sample distribution of household characteristics. (Although the regression contains

multiple observations on most households, we do not control for household fixed effects because they would absorb the

variation in household characteristics, which are mostly time invariant.) The first two columns compute household-level

inflation rates with household-level prices and the Laspeyres index, estimating the coefficients first with ordinary least

squares regression and then with median regression, which is robust to outliers in the inflation distribution. The third and

fourth columns compute household-level inflation rates with barcode-average and CPI prices, respectively, estimating the 

coefficients with median regression in both cases. 

The results with household-level prices show several significant associations between demographics and household- 

inflation. Low-income households experience higher inflation, even after controlling for all other demographics. According to

the median regression, the median annual inflation rate is 0.6 percentage point higher for a household with income below

$20,0 0 0, compared with a household with income of at least $10 0,0 0 0, holding other demographics fixed. The difference is

even larger for mean inflation rates, measured with the OLS regression, and if cumulated over nine years would be nearly

as large as the difference in Table 3 that does not control for other demographics. The inflation rate also is nearly half a

percentage point lower for households in the West than in the East, and almost 0.2 percentage point lower in the Midwest

than in the East. Larger households have higher inflation rates; the median inflation rate is one-fourth of a percentage point

higher for a family of two adults and two children than for a single adult. In both the OLS and median regressions, inflation
8 Household income is measured in nominal terms but is reported in bins, so we cannot group households by real income in a consistent way over time. 
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Table 3 

Cumulative inflation rates at different levels of household income. 

Household income Difference 

< $20 ,0 0 0 $20 ,0 0 0–$39,999 $40 ,0 0 0–$59,999 $60 ,0 0 0–$99,999 ≥ $100 ,0 0 0 ( < $20 ,0 0 0 vs. ≥ $10 0,0 0 0) 

Cumulative inflation (%) 

over 9 years ending in: 

2013q1 34.35 32.37 29.90 27.84 25.74 8.61 

(0.90) (0.58) (0.60) (0.55) (0.65) (1.10) 

2013q2 33.25 31.11 28.26 25.86 24.23 9.02 

(0.66) (0.57) (0.63) (0.56) (0.71) (0.99) 

2013q3 32.96 30.61 27.64 25.72 24.98 7.98 

(0.86) (0.64) (0.60) (0.60) (0.63) (1.08) 

Fraction of population 0.17 0.25 0.19 0.22 0.16 

average age of household head(s) 

< 30 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 

30–39 0.08 0.1 0.14 0.16 0.13 

40–49 0.13 0.16 0.22 0.27 0.31 

50–59 0.22 0.21 0.26 0.29 0.34 

60–69 0.22 0.22 0.2 0.17 0.15 

≥ 70 0.34 0.29 0.16 0.09 0.07 

Highest education of household head(s) 

Less than high school 0.1 0.05 0.02 0.01 0 

High school diploma 0.47 0.44 0.33 0.2 0.09 

Some college 0.31 0.33 0.35 0.32 0.23 

Bachelor’s degree 0.1 0.14 0.22 0.31 0.37 

Graduate degree 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.15 0.31 

Census region 

Northeast 0.19 0.17 0.17 0.19 0.21 

Midwest 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.23 0.21 

South 0.42 0.39 0.39 0.35 0.32 

West 0.18 0.2 0.21 0.23 0.26 

Mean # household members 1.74 2.15 2.51 2.72 2.79 

Has children 0.16 0.21 0.29 0.33 0.31 

White 0.81 0.8 0.79 0.78 0.79 

Black 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.1 0.08 

Asian 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.06 

Other nonwhite 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.07 

Hispanic 0.07 0.1 0.11 0.12 0.12 

Calculated with Laspeyres indexes and household-level prices. Bootstrap standard errors are in parentheses. Demographics are averages over the sample 

period. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

rates with household-level prices are higher for households whose heads are older. Differences by race are not statistically

significant. 

The results with barcode-average and CPI prices show similar correlations, except that the magnitude of the coefficients

typically becomes smaller as prices are computed at higher levels of aggregation. For example, the difference in median

inflation rates between the lowest and highest income groups is 0.1 percentage point with CPI prices and 0.4 percentage

point with barcode-average prices, compared with 0.6 percentage point with household-level prices. The coefficients on age

categories likewise shrink as prices are aggregated, as do the coefficients on region and household size. Thus, measures of

household-level inflation that use aggregated prices may underestimate the differences in inflation rates across demographic

groups. However, education is an exception to this pattern, with barcode-average prices producing larger coefficients than

household-level prices. 

Although Table 4 reveals several statistically and economically significant associations of household inflation with observ-

ables, these effects are small relative to the total amount of heterogeneity. For example, moving from the bottom to the

top of the age distribution raises median inflation with household-level prices by less than one-tenth as much as moving

from the 25th to the 75th percentile of the overall distribution of inflation. As a result, observables have little power to pre-

dict household inflation rates in the cross section. The R -squared in the OLS regression is just 1.2%, of which three-fourths

is explained by the time dummies; household characteristics explain just 0.3% of the cross-sectional variation in inflation

rates. 

The remaining columns of Table 4 examine the association between demographics and the dispersion of inflation rates,

as well as one possible explanation for differences in dispersion: differences in shopping behavior. Column (5) repeats the

median regression of household inflation rates on demographics from column (2) but controls for the number of shopping

trips 9 that the household made in quarters t and t + 4 . All else equal, an increase in the number of shopping trips in quarter
9 The count of shopping trips excludes trips on which the household spent less than $1. 
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Table 4 

Regressions of household-level inflation rates on household demographics and shopping behavior. 

Deviation of household inflation from aggregate inflation 

(1) OLS, (2) Median, (3) Median, (4) Median, (5) Median (6) Interquartile range (7) Interquartile range 

household prices household prices barcode prices CPI prices household prices household prices household prices 

coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err. coeff. std. err. 

Household income 

$20,0 0 0–$39,999 −0.206 (0.055) −0.126 (0.039) −0.093 (0.025) −0.061 (0.010) −0.136 (0.039) −0.399 (0.079) −0.338 (0.076) 

$40,0 0 0–$59,999 −0.420 (0.052) −0.258 (0.041) −0.185 (0.027) −0.077 (0.011) −0.271 (0.039) −0.597 (0.085) −0.553 (0.085) 

$60,0 0 0–$99,999 −0.587 (0.059) −0.468 (0.045) −0.267 (0.028) −0.099 (0.013) −0.479 (0.043) −0.706 (0.086) −0.655 (0.084) 

≥ $10 0,0 0 0 −0.731 (0.065) −0.597 (0.050) −0.404 (0.035) −0.124 (0.013) −0.599 (0.047) −0.873 (0.096) −0.830 (0.097) 

Average age of household head(s) 

30–39 0.384 (0.205) 0.244 (0.145) 0.160 (0.089) 0.066 (0.028) 0.288 (0.162) −0.775 (0.270) −0.621 (0.268) 

40–49 0.451 (0.203) 0.297 (0.137) 0.218 (0.090) 0.085 (0.025) 0.360 (0.152) −1.031 (0.257) −0.774 (0.260) 

50–59 0.511 (0.206) 0.362 (0.137) 0.262 (0.090) 0.111 (0.027) 0.437 (0.156) −1.187 (0.251) −0.879 (0.255) 

60–69 0.552 (0.199) 0.430 (0.139) 0.287 (0.088) 0.104 (0.027) 0.515 (0.156) −1.293 (0.257) −0.892 (0.263) 

≥ 70 0.552 (0.203) 0.453 (0.140) 0.276 (0.090) 0.065 (0.027) 0.527 (0.158) −1.214 (0.256) −0.872 (0.258) 

Highest education of household head(s) 

High school diploma −0.064 (0.127) −0.029 (0.108) −0.120 (0.054) −0.062 (0.023) −0.040 (0.103) −0.280 (0.167) −0.222 (0.172) 

Some college −0.138 (0.127) −0.102 (0.107) −0.162 (0.054) −0.092 (0.024) −0.115 (0.102) −0.118 (0.165) −0.072 (0.169) 

Bachelor’s degree −0.251 (0.128) −0.163 (0.110) −0.238 (0.058) −0.125 (0.025) −0.169 (0.104) −0.099 (0.180) −0.028 (0.184) 

Graduate degree −0.285 (0.139) −0.137 (0.118) −0.267 (0.063) −0.141 (0.025) −0.146 (0.114) 0.024 (0.185) 0.054 (0.188) 

Census region 

Midwest −0.179 (0.049) −0.175 (0.040) −0.029 (0.025) −0.025 (0.009) −0.169 (0.041) −0.350 (0.084) −0.380 (0.081) 

South −0.140 (0.046) −0.063 (0.033) 0.041 (0.023) 0.006 (0.008) −0.061 (0.034) −1.018 (0.078) −1.064 (0.078) 

West −0.517 (0.054) −0.429 (0.046) −0.254 (0.027) −0.039 (0.011) −0.430 (0.045) −0.285 (0.091) −0.310 (0.093) 

# household members 0.089 (0.022) 0.110 (0.018) 0.058 (0.012) 0.026 (0.005) 0.109 (0.018) −0.363 (0.030) −0.313 (0.032) 

Has children −0.115 (0.118) 0.074 (0.094) −0.153 (0.066) 0.048 (0.024) 0.066 (0.100) −0.932 (0.199) −0.838 (0.190) 

Has children × 0.002 (0.034) −0.033 (0.029) 0.012 (0.020) −0.029 (0.007) −0.032 (0.030) 0.281 (0.054) 0.234 (0.053) 

# household members 

Black 0.058 (0.064) 0.063 (0.049) −0.019 (0.027) −0.061 (0.011) 0.074 (0.048) 0.825 (0.099) 0.907 (0.095) 

Asian −0.074 (0.156) −0.089 (0.125) −0.013 (0.070) −0.010 (0.019) −0.072 (0.136) 1.442 (0.213) 1.535 (0.222) 

Other nonwhite −0.033 (0.087) −0.025 (0.067) 0.053 (0.045) 0.007 (0.017) −0.035 (0.070) 0.317 (0.141) 0.337 (0.137) 

Hispanic −0.068 (0.068) −0.085 (0.056) −0.092 (0.036) −0.010 (0.013) −0.065 (0.060) −0.110 (0.094) −0.114 (0.097) 

log(# of shopping trips) 

Initial quarter 0.352 (0.042) −0.194 (0.047) 

Final quarter −0.409 (0.038) −0.506 (0.049) 

R 2 0.012 – – – – – –

R 2 (time dummies only) 0.009 – – – – – –

Dependent variable is difference between household inflation rate and aggregate inflation rate for the equivalent universe of goods. Sample contains 835,386 household-quarter observations. Bootstrap standard 

errors in parentheses. In columns (1), (2), (5), (6), and (7), household inflation rate is computed with household-level prices; column (3) uses barcode-average prices, and column (4) uses CPI prices. All columns 

use Laspeyres indexes. Column (1) shows results from ordinary least squares regression; columns (2), (3), (4), and (5) from median regression; and columns (6) and (7) from interquartile range regression. 

Regressions include time dummy variables. Omitted categories are: income less than $20,0 0 0; white; non-Hispanic; heads’ average age less than 30; heads’ highest education less than high school diploma; 

Northeast region. Count of shopping trips excludes trips on which the household spent less than $1. 
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t is associated with a higher inflation rate from t to t + 4 , while an increase in the number of shopping trips in quarter

 + 4 is associated with a lower inflation rate from t to t + 4 . This association suggests that households find lower prices

when they make more shopping trips, as many search models would predict. However, the magnitudes of these effects are

relatively small. For example, to reduce the inflation rate by one-fourth of one percentage point, one would need to double

the number of shopping trips in the final quarter. The combined effect of equal percentage increases in shopping trips in

both the initial and final quarters is close to zero, implying that, all else equal, a household’s average level of search over

time affects the household’s price level but not its inflation rate. Controlling for the number of shopping trips does not

much change the effects of demographics, compared with the equivalent coefficients in column (2). Thus, the demographic

differences in inflation rates do not appear to result from differences in shopping frequency. 

Columns (6) and (7) of Table 4 show how the dispersion of household inflation rates depends on demographics, without

and then with controls for the number of shopping trips. The interquartile range of inflation rates is lower for higher-income,

older and larger households, and those living outside the Northeast region, especially in the South. The magnitudes are sub-

stantial: The interquartile range is 0.87 percentage point smaller for the highest-income households relative to the lowest-

income households, and at least 1 percentage point smaller for households with heads at least age 40 relative to households

with heads under age 30. However, dispersion is higher for nonwhite households and has a U-shaped relationship with ed-

ucation. Controlling for the number of shopping trips does not much change these relationships, but households that make

more shopping trips have less-dispersed inflation rates, again consistent with the predictions of many search models. All

else equal, doubling the number of shopping trips in the initial quarter reduces the interquartile range by 0.13 percentage

point, while doubling the number of trips in the final quarter reduces the interquartile range by 0.35 percentage point. 

When consumption shifts toward less-expensive goods as prices change, the Laspeyres index (which weights goods by

initial-period consumption) shows higher inflation than the Paasche index (which weights by final-period consumption).

Thus, differences between Laspeyres and Paasche inflation rates show the extent of substitution toward less-expensive goods.

The top panel of Fig. 5 plots the mean differences between households’ Laspeyres and Paasche inflation rates and their

geometric mean, the Fisher index, for each quarter in the sample. The Laspeyres inflation rate averages 0.33 percentage

point higher than the Fisher index, which in turn averages 0.30 percentage point higher than the Paasche index. Hence,

on average, the data show that households substitute toward less-expensive goods, as predicted by standard models of

consumer demand. The discrepancy between Laspeyres and Fisher indexes is known as substitution bias because the Fisher

index is an approximately correct measure of the increase in the cost of living, whereas the Laspeyres index is biased

upward as a measure of the cost of living because it ignores substitution toward lower-priced goods. The 0.33 percentage

point average substitution bias in our household-level inflation rates is similar to typical estimates of substitution bias in

aggregate data, such as the Boskin Commission’s estimate of a 0.4 percentage point substitution bias in the CPI ( Boskin et al.,

1996 , Table 3 ). 

The average substitution patterns mask a great deal of heterogeneity. The bottom panel of Fig. 5 shows the distribution

of the difference between the Laspeyres and Paasche indexes for each household, π L 
it ,t +4 

− πP 
it ,t +4 

, for a typical period, the

fourth quarter of 2004 to the fourth quarter of 2005. Although the Paasche index measures a lower inflation rate than the

Laspeyres index for the average household, this relationship is far from uniform. Slightly more than 40% of households fail

to substitute in the expected direction and have a higher Paasche index than Laspeyres index. 

In standard models, substitution in the unexpected direction — toward goods whose relative prices have risen — can

occur only when households experience preference shocks of some sort. These shocks could take many forms, ranging from

actual shocks to preferences (such as a strong desire to eat pineapple one year and a strong desire to eat peaches the

next year) to income shocks that influence purchases via non-homothetic preferences. The large number of households with

Paasche inflation rates greater than Laspeyres inflation rates suggests that the magnitude of these shocks is substantial. Such

shocks could also help explain the wide dispersion of the difference between Laspeyres and Paasche inflation rates. 

The online appendix examines the relationship between household demographics and substitution patterns. As with

household-level inflation rates themselves, the difference between Laspeyres and Paasche indexes has an economically and

statistically significant correlation with some demographics, but the R -squared is essentially zero: Demographics have almost

no power to explain cross-sectional differences in substitution patterns. 

We can also test whether household spending patterns are consistent with simple models of intertemporal substitution.

Models in which households can substitute spending over time generally predict that, all else equal, households will con-

sume more at dates with low relative prices; the extent of this substitution will depend on the elasticity of intertemporal

substitution and on any borrowing or savings constraints the household faces. We test whether intertemporal substitution

goes in the expected direction by decomposing the cross-sectional variation in expenditure growth into variation in inflation

and variation in quantity growth. For any household i , the growth rate of expenditure x between quarters t and t + 4 is 

ln x i,t+4 − ln x it = ln πit ,t +4 + ln q i,t+4 − ln q it (13)

where πit ,t +4 is a household-level inflation rate and q t is an index of the real quantity consumed at date t . Hence the

cross-sectional variation in spending growth can be decomposed as 

Var ( ln x i,t+4 − ln x it ) = Var ( ln πit ) + Var ( ln q i,t+4 − ln q it ) + 2 Cov (πit , ln q i,t+4 − ln q it ) . (14)

Given expenditure growth, which we observe, and household-level inflation, which we calculate, we can recover the growth

rate of the quantity index for each household directly from (13) . We can then compute the variances in (14) . We use the
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Fig. 5. Difference between Laspeyres, Paasche, and Fisher indexes. Vertical bars in panel (a) show an interval of ± 2 bootstrap standard errors around 

each point estimate. Panel (b) shows a kernel density estimate using Epanechnikov kernel and bandwidth of 0.05 percentage point; data are on 23,635 

households with matched consumption in 2004q4 and 2005q4, and plot is truncated at 1st and 99th percentiles of distribution of inflation rates with 

household-level prices. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Laspeyres inflation rate with household-level prices to measure π it , and expenditure on goods purchased at both t and

t + 4 to measure x i,t+4 and x it . (Thus, as throughout the analysis, this decomposition examines substitution on the intensive

but not the extensive margin.) On average across quarters, the variance of expenditure growth is 0.116, the variance of log

inflation is 0.007, the variance of quantity growth is 0.113, and the covariance between log inflation and quantity growth

is −0.002. Thus, as theory predicts, households spend more when they face low relative prices. Given a specific model of

intertemporal choice, one could use the variances and covariances we observe to recover the average elasticity of intertem-

poral substitution, though we do not pursue such an exercise here because the results would depend greatly on details of

the model. 
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The combination of a positive variance of inflation and negative covariance between inflation and expenditure means that

inequality in real consumption growth is almost the same as inequality in nominal consumption growth. However, while the

amount of inequality is the same in real and nominal terms, households’ positions in the distribution of real expenditure

growth are not the same as their positions in the distribution of nominal expenditure growth. 

4. Time-series properties of household-level inflation 

The long-run impact of heterogeneous inflation rates on households’ welfare depends on whether the heterogeneity is

persistent or whether a household that experiences high inflation in one year tends to experience an offsetting low inflation

rate in the next year. 

Fig. 6 shows how the persistence of household-level inflation evolves over time. For each household whose inflation rate

is measured in two consecutive one-year periods, we compute an annualized inflation rate over the two years. The middle

panel of the figure shows the cross-sectional standard deviation of these annualized two-year inflation rates, computed with

Laspeyres indexes. They remain highly dispersed, demonstrating that even over horizons longer than a year, households

experience markedly different inflation rates. (The online appendix shows that results are similar for Fisher and Paasche

indexes and exhibits the entire distribution of two-year inflation rates for an illustrative time period.) The standard deviation

of two-year inflation rates with barcode-average prices is about halfway between the results for CPI prices and household-

level prices, demonstrating that, as with one-year rates, variation in prices for a given barcode and variation in the mix of

barcodes within an item stratum are both important sources of variation in household-level inflation rates. For comparison,

the top panel of the figure computes the cross-sectional standard deviation of one-year inflation rates among the sample

of households used to compute two-year rates (i.e., those with inflation rates observed in consecutive years). The one-year

rates are more dispersed than the two-year rates, showing that heterogeneity in inflation rates does diminish when the

inflation rate is computed over a longer time horizon. 

The bottom panel of Fig. 6 computes the cross-sectional correlation between a household’s inflation rate in quarter t and

its inflation rate in quarter t + 4 . The one-year serial correlation of inflation rates using household-level prices is approxi-

mately −0 . 1 , and precisely estimated, throughout the sample period. This correlation is much less negative than we would

expect if households drew their price levels at random each period from the cross-sectional distribution of price levels; in

that case, the serial correlation would be −0 . 5 . 10 

Indeed, we can use the serial correlation of inflation rates to characterize a simple stochastic process for household price

levels. Assume that the deviation of a household’s price level from the aggregate price level consists of a household fixed

effect plus an AR(1) process at an annual frequency. That is, 

ln P it − ln P t = μi + ρ( ln P i,t−4 − ln P t−4 − μi ) + εit , (15)

where P it is the price level of household i in quarter t , P t is the aggregate price level in quarter t , μi is a household fixed

effect, and ε it is i.i.d. across households and over time with mean zero and variance σ 2 . Also assume that households’

initial conditions are drawn from the ergodic distribution, so that the distribution of ln P it − ln P t is stationary, which seems

reasonable given the relative stability of the standard deviations and serial correlations shown in Fig. 6 . Then 

Var (πit ) = 

2 σ 2 

1 + ρ
(16)

and 

Cov (πit , πi,t−1 ) = σ 2 ρ − 1 

1 + ρ
, (17)

from which it follows that 

ρ = 1 + 2 

Cov (πit , πi,t−1 ) 

Var (πit ) 
= 1 + 2 Corr (πit , πi,t−1 ) , (18)

where the second equality uses the stationarity of the distribution. Thus, a serial correlation of inflation rates of −0 . 1 implies

a serial correlation of price levels of ρ = 0 . 8 . As a result, shocks to households’ price levels are persistent but not permanent,

according to this stochastic process. 

Together, the high cross-sectional variance and low serial correlation of household-level inflation rates suggest that for

individual households, the aggregate inflation rate is almost irrelevant as a source of variation in the household-level in-

flation rate. Over the sample period, our aggregate inflation rate averages 2.7% with a standard deviation of 1.9 percentage

points, whereas the cross-sectional standard deviation of household-level one-year inflation rates averages 6.2 percentage
10 The basket of UPCs used to compute a household’s inflation rate from t + 4 to t + 8 includes all UPCs bought at both t + 4 and t + 8 , and thus may 

differ from the basket used to compute inflation from t to t + 4 . In the web appendix, we test whether the changing basket affects the serial correlation 

by constructing inflation rates with a constant basket. These inflation rates are not directly comparable to those in the body of the paper because the 

restriction to constant baskets requires us to use a narrower sample of dates, households, and goods, which covers less than half of the spending in the 

baseline sample as measured in dollars, number of purchases, or number of unique UPCs. The serial correlation of inflation rates falls slightly, to −0 . 23 , 

but part of the decrease is due to the change in the sample, and we still strongly reject the hypothesis that it is −0 . 5 . 
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Fig. 6. Evolution of the persistence of household-level inflation rates. Calculated with Laspeyres indexes. Calculations for each quarter use the subset of 

households for which inflation with household-level prices is observed and falls between the 1st and 99th percentiles of the distribution in both that 

quarter and the quarter one year ahead. Vertical bars show an interval of ± 2 bootstrap standard errors around each point estimate. 

 

 

 

 

points. If households’ deviations from aggregate inflation are independent of the aggregate inflation rate, these figures mean

that, over time, 91% of the variance of a household’s annual inflation rate comes from heterogeneity — either the household

fixed effect μi or the idiosyncratic shocks ε it — and only 9% from variability in aggregate inflation. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper documents massive heterogeneity in inflation rates at the household level, an order of magnitude larger than

that found in previous work, owing to differences across households in prices paid within the same categories of goods. Such
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heterogeneity poses a range of challenges for monetary economics. Optimal policy in most monetary models is calculated to

maximize the welfare of a representative household that faces the aggregate inflation rate; because extreme inflation rates

cause larger welfare losses than small inflation rates, optimal policy could be different if one accounted for heterogeneity in

inflation and for the policy’s effect on heterogeneity. In addition, even in models that relax the representative-agent assump-

tion by allowing uninsured shocks to generate heterogeneity in assets and consumption, all households typically face the

same inflation rate and hence the same real interest rate (see, e.g., Kaplan et al., 2017 ). Optimal policy might differ if models

allowed households to face identical nominal interest rates but, because inflation rates vary, different real rates. Furthermore,

the heterogeneity we observe suggests that movements of the aggregate price level may not be an important determinant

of individual agents’ inflation rates, potentially explaining why households and small firms fail to be well informed about

aggregate inflation and monetary policy ( Binder, 2017; Kumar et al., 2015 ). 

Our results also have implications for the measurement of income inequality. Because inflation is higher on average for

lower-income households for the goods in our data, inequality in real incomes may be rising faster than inequality in nom-

inal incomes. However, to fully understand the effect of inflation heterogeneity on income inequality, it would be important

to extend the inflation measurements to a more comprehensive set of goods and services than that measured in the KNCP.

Future research could also investigate why inflation is higher for lower-income households. Jaravel (2016) proposes a theory

involving greater rates of innovation in product categories popular with high-income households, but other explanations are

also possible, such as different shopping behavior at different income levels. For example, Orhun and Palazzolo (2017) show

that liquidity constraints inhibit low-income households from taking advantage of bulk discounts and temporary sales, while

Argente and Lee (2016) find that high-income households had lower inflation rates during the Great Recession because they

were more able to substitute toward lower-quality goods. 

Heterogeneity in realized inflation could also help to explain heterogeneity in inflation expectations. Allowing hetero-

geneity only in the allocation of spending across CPI item strata, Johannsen (2014) shows that demographic groups with

greater dispersion in realized inflation also have greater dispersion in inflation expectations and proposes an imperfect in-

formation model to explain this finding. Our results show that there is substantially more heterogeneity in realized inflation

once we account for differences in the allocation of spending across goods within item strata and differences in prices paid

for identical goods. The KNCP does not measure inflation expectations, but it would be valuable for future researchers to

collect data on household-level inflation expectations and UPC-level purchasing patterns within the same dataset so that the

relationship between expectations and realized inflation could be examined while allowing for all sources of heterogeneity. 

However, the implications of household-level inflation heterogeneity depend importantly on whether households can

forecast where they will fall in the cross-sectional distribution. If a household has no idea where in the inflation distribution

its particular inflation rate will fall each year, the household’s best way to forecast its own inflation rate is still to forecast the

aggregate inflation rate. In such a case, while heterogeneity in realized inflation rates may have distributional consequences,

it should have little impact on inflation expectations or forward-looking decisions. By contrast, if households can predict

whether their own inflation rates will be above or below average, heterogeneity in inflation rates will affect expectations and

dynamic choices. Our data show that inflation rates at the household level are only weakly correlated with observables and

nearly serially uncorrelated. Thus, we have little ability to forecast household-level deviations from aggregate inflation, either

in the cross-section or over time, with the limited information available to us as econometricians. Whether households can

use their much larger information sets to make better forecasts of their idiosyncratic inflation rates is an important question

that we leave for further research. 

Supplementary material 

Supplementary material associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at 10.1016/j.jmoneco.2017.08.002 .
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